**DISPOSABLE RECTOSCOPE, PROCTOSCOPE, ANOSCOPE**

- **25953 F.O. ILLUMINATION HEAD**
  This head perfectly fits and illuminates the disposable anoscopes, rectoscopes, proctoscopes for GIMA, HEINE, WELCH ALLYN, GPS. It can be connected to a light source by a F.O. cable or to a LED illumination system. See at page 105-106.

- **25950 DISPOSABLE ANOSCOPE - sterilized**
  Length 10 cm, with stylet diameter of 17 mm, suitable for treatment of haemorrhoids.
  Minimum order: pack 60 pcs.

- **25951 DISPOSABLE PROCTOSCOPE - sterilized**
  Length 13 cm, with stylet diameter of 17 mm
  Minimum order: pack 50 pcs.

- **25952 DISPOSABLE RECTOSCOPE - sterilized**
  Length 25 cm, with stylet diameter of 17 mm, scale in cm, illumination in distal exit thanks to the opaque black tube placed inside the transparent body which enables the light to shine without shadow:
  Minimum order: pack 50 pcs.

**LIGHTING SYSTEMS**

All products in this page are supplied with Acmi/Wolf light connection.
To bring the light to these connection it is necessary to buy a Wolf adaptor (30841) a F.O. cable (30818-30826) a light source adaptor (30830) and a light source (30801-30802). See page 106.
To better hang the instruments during the use we suggest below handle that can be placed between the instrument and F.O. cable.

- **30798 HANDLE for Ano/Procto/Rectoscope and Sigmoidoscopes**
  Works as an independenlight source for F.O. instruments

- **30799 ILLUMINATED HANDLE 6.0 VOLT - HALOGEN BULB**
  Works as an independenlight source for F.O. instruments

**F.O. ANOSCOPES, PROCTOSCOPES**

- **F.O. ANOSCOPES**
  - F.O. Anoscope Ø15x70 mm - with obturator - wolf/Acmi connector
  - F.O. Anoscope Ø20x70 mm - with obturator - wolf/Acmi connection
  - F.O. Anoscope Ø25x70 mm - with obturator - wolf/Acmi connection
  - Set of 3 F.O. anoscopes with Wolf and Storz connector in a case
  - F.O. Proctoscope Ø20x130 mm - with obturator with 2.0x Storz adaptor (to connect F.O. ano/procto to Storz cable)

**F.O. SIGMOIDOSCOPES**

- **F.O. SIGMOIDOSCOPES WITH 2.0 X MAGNIFICATION SWIVEL LENS**
  - F.O. Sigmoidoscope - 12x200 mm with Wolf/Acmi adaptor
  - F.O. Sigmoidoscope - 16x250 mm with Wolf/Acmi adaptor
  - F.O. Sigmoidoscope - 21x200 mm with Wolf/Acmi adaptor
  - F.O. Sigmoidoscope - 21x250 mm with Wolf/Acmi adaptor
  - F.O. Sigmoidoscope - 21x300 mm with Wolf/Acmi adaptor
  - Storz adaptor (to connect sigmoidoscope to Storz cable)

**S/S ACCESSORIES FOR F.O. ANOSCOPES, PROCTOSCOPES, SIGMOIDOSCOPES**

- Handle for Biopsy forceps
- Biopsy forceps 3.5x8 mm. Cup Jaws - 420 mm
- Biopsy forceps 4 mm - Cutting Jaws - 420 mm
- Sponge Holding forceps - 400 mm
- Suction Tube - 400 mm
- Twin Bellow Insufflator

**F.O. ANOSCOPE, PROCTOSCOPE, Sigmoidoscope**

- **29420+29421 Handle for Biopsy forceps**
- **29421 Biopsy forceps 3.5x8 mm. Cup Jaws - 420 mm**
- **29422 Biopsy forceps 4 mm - Cutting Jaws - 420 mm**
- **29425 Sponge Holding forceps - 400 mm**
- **29426 Suction Tube - 400 mm**
- **29427 Twin Bellow Insufflator**

**29418 LLOYD - DAVIES SIGMOIDOSCOPES SET**
Sigmoidoscope set is composed by one light chamber, with Acmi/Wolf adaptor, one adult tube Ø 20 x 300 mm, one boy tube Ø 16 x 250 mm, and one child tube Ø 10 x 75 mm, in a soft pouch.
To light set you can use illuminated handle (code 30799) or light source (30801), light source adapter (30830), F.O. cable (30818) and adapter (30841).